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Minimal Varieties and Harmonie Maps in Ton

Tadashi Nagano and Brian Smyth1)

Introduction

A little over a hundred years ago H. A. Schwarz constructed triply-periodic
minimal surfaces in 3-space. This provides us with the first compact minimal surface
in a flat real 3-torus. Ail compact complex submanifolds in complex tori provide
further examples. More explicit examples of this type are mentioned in §3. We hâve
made a systematic study of compact minimal submanifolds in flat tori and this is our
account.

The first observation is that a harmonie 1-form on a flat torus is harmonie when
restricted to a minimal submanifold (see Corollary 1). Since the submanifolds are

compact, harmonie theory enters quite naturally and the Albanese apparatus intro-
duced in § 1 contains ail the necessary harmonie theory. There is some advantage in
presenting arguments valid for the weaker notion of a harmonie map into a flat torus,
and this is the course taken in § 1 and 2.

Our main results are:
i) that two minimal isometric (resp. holomorphic) immersions in a flat (complex)

torus which are homotopic differ by a translation. (Theorem 2).

ii) any compact minimal submanifold in a torus has a torus which acts freely and

equivariantly as its connected isometry group. The quotient manifold lies minimally
in a flat torus and has négative Ricci curvature on an open dense set. (Theorem 3).

In the applications in §4 we pay particular attention to submanifolds with non-
vanishing Euler number. This includes a resuit of Y. Matsushima [10] obtained by
the method of thêta functions. In another application to Riemannian geometry we
show that the fundamental group of a compact manifold which admits a metric of
négative Ricci curvature need not hâve exponential growth and can even be free

abelian. This answers in the négative a question raised by Milnor [11].
We thank Professor Matsushima for the many times we hâve benefited from his

opinion and the interest shown in this work; it was from his lectures in 1968 that the

x) Work supportée by N.S.F. Grant GP 29662; thèse results were announced at the A.M.S.
Summer Institute in Differential Geometry, Stanford University, August 1973, where we learned from
S. T. Yau that he had obtained the resuit of Theorem 2 for complex submaniflods of certain complex
tori. A.M.S. subject classification 53-xx, 53 Axx, 53 Cxx.
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second author first learned about the Albanese map in Riemannian geometry. We

are grateful to Professor Lichnerowicz who called to our attention his paper [9] in
which this map is also developed.

§1. Harmonie Maps and the Albanese Map

The early work of Eells and Sampson [3] is of course the basic référence on
harmonie maps.

Beginning with a smooth map/from a compact oriented w-dimensional Riemannian

manifold M into another Riemannian manifold M'the tensor field '/*/* on M
(/* and '/* dénote the differential of/and its transpose) compares the quadratic form
induced from M' with the metric on M, The energy density of/is

where Tr dénotes trace, and the energy of/is

)dv

where dv is the Riemannian volume élément on M.
If we dénote the metrics on both M and M' by < >, it will always be apparent

from the context which one is involved. The Riemannian connexions on M and M'
will be distinguished as V and D. Let n dénote the projection from the tangent bundle

T(M f)ofM' onto M '. The smooth maps v:M-> T(Mf) with no v =/are called vector
fields along/. Given a vector field X on M, we interpret Dxv in the obvious way as a

vector field along the map/. Let E be the vector bundle over M induced from T(M')
by/ This is a Riemannian vector bundle, i.e.

t>, Dxw}

for any pair of vector fields v and w along/ and any vector field X on M. If we set

we can easily observe that a(/) is a symmetric Is-valued quadratic tensor field on M.
We call a(/) the second fundamental form of the map/ The tension field r(/) of
/defined by t(/) Tra(/) is a vector field along the map/and its significance
dérives from Lemma 1.

Let/, -e</<£, be a smooth variation of/0=/; the variation vector field

v=dftldt\t=0 is a vector field along the map/

LEMMA 1. (dldt)(E(ft))\t=0=-$M<p9T(f)ydv, where x{f) is the tension

field off, v is the variation vector field offt and dv is the volume élément on M.
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Proof. (djdt) E{ft)=\u (d/dt) (e(/,)) do

If {eu en} îs a local orthonormal frame field on a neighborhood ofp in M, then

~(e(/,))O>)|(=o
* j^ <(/,)* «„ (/,)* 0/(p,|,-o

Z (Detv>f*eiy (by a simple argument in local coordinates)
1=1

e, <«, /•«,> - <«, f /• (Veie,)> - <i;, t (/ )>

where w îs the 1-form on M defined by

and ô îs the divergence. The lemma now follows from Green's theorem.

DEFINITION A smooth map/from a compact onented Riemannian manifold

M mto a Riemannian manifold M' îs called harmonie if the energy of/is cntical,
that îs, if the tension field t(/) vanishes identically on M When/is an isometric

immersion, this îs équivalent to saying/is minimal

LEMMA 2. A harmonie map pulls a parallel l-form back to a harmonie \-form.
Proof. Let w be a parallel 1-form on Mr. Certainly fx=f*w îs closed. To calculate

the divergence of \i at a point ;ofMwe take a local frame field {ex, ew} on M
in a neighborhood of p. Then

1=1 1=1

since w îs parallel. Thus \x îs harmonie îf/is harmonie.
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COROLLARY 1. A smooth mapfof M into aflat torus T is harmonie ifand only

iffpulls harmonie l-forms back to harmonie l-forms.
Proof A harmonie 1-form on Tis parallel. Thus, by Lemma 2, its pull-back to M

is harmonie if/is harmonie. If, conversely, the pull-back of every harmonie 1-form
is harmonie, it is immédiate from the proof of Lemma 2 that

w(t(/))0
for every harmonie 1-form w on T. Consequently t(/) 0, i.e./is harmonie.

COROLLARY 2. Iffl9 f2 \M-*T are harmonie maps then so are the maps f^ ±f2
and ce oft for any homomorphism a ofT into itself

Fortunately there is no question of existence of such maps, for every compact
Riemannian manifold M with nonzero first Betti number enjoys a nontrivial canonical
harmonie map into a canonical flat torus, known as the Albanese map and Albanese
torus of M, respectively. As the Albanese map, and particularly the universal property
of this map, are so effective in this work, we should begin by explaining thèse.

Let M be a compact connected oriented Riemannian manifold and f) the real

vector space of ail harmonie l-forms on M. Let q be the natural projection from the
universal cover JÎf of M. Fix xoeM9 say o(x0)=p0. We define a smooth map

by line intégrais

I Q*w
J
X0

where I)* is the dual space of F). For aen1 (M)

where ij/((r) (w)=Jïo° Q*w> so ^at *A *s a homomorphism from ni (M) into I)* as an
additive group. It is a fact that A ^{nl (M)) is a lattice in the vector space rj*, and

clearly this vector space has a natural Euclidean metric from the global inner product
of forms on M. With the quotient metric, we call the torus A (M)-\)*jA the Albanese

torus of the Riemannian manifold M. It is a simple matter to check that a projects
to a map a:M-*A(M)9 called the Albanese map. From the very construction of a,

it will be clear that the map it induces on fundamental groups

a:n1(M)-+n1(A)
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is surjective and that a* maps the space of harmonie 1-forms on A A (M) isomorphi-
cally onto ï). So by Corollary 1, the Albanese map a is harmonie.

PROPOSITION 1. (Universality of the Albanese map). Let a:M-»A be the
Albanese map of a compact oriented Riemannian manifold M. Iff'.M-* T is any other
harmonie map of M into any flat torus T, then there is a unique affine map

withf=goa.
Proof In the above construction a(po)= \A. After a translation in T, we may

assume/(/?0)=lr. Recall a* is an isomorphism. The map

is a homomorphism, thus it coincides with the codifferential g* of some homomor-
phism,

Consequently f* a*og*. Now/and goa are harmonie maps and so, by Corollary 2,

is/— go a. However the latter map must be constant, by the above, and is the identity
at/?0. Thus/=go0. The uniqueness is clear because a(M) générâtes A as a group.

As an illustration of the efficacy of the Albanese map, we end this section with an
application.

THEOREM 1. Let fbe a harmonie mapfrom one compact orientable Riemannian

manifold M into another M ', which has nonnegative Ricci curvature. Then on cohomology

is injective ifandonly iff(M) does not lie in an orthogonal trajectory ofaparallel vector

fieldon M'.
Remark. This resuit for minimal immersions is the subject of a paper by E. Kelly

[6].
Proof Let a and a' dénote the respective Albanese maps of M and M'into their

Albanese tori A and A'. If w is a harmonie 1-form on A\ it is parallel; so, by Lemma 2,

{a')* w is harmonie. But Bochner's theorem then assures us that (a')* w is parallel.
Applying Lemma 2 once more to the harmonie map/, we find that/* (a')* w is

harmonie. By Corollary 1, a'ofis sl harmonie map. From universality, arof=goa for
some affine map
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Since (a)* and {a')* are isomorphisms, if/* is not injective neither is g*. This
in turn means g (A) is a proper closed subgroup of A\ Let wbea harmonie 1-form
on A' perpendicular to g(A); then v=(a')* w is a parallel 1-form on M' by the same

reasoning as above. Now v can only be zéro when H1(M\ R) 0 and/* is then

trivially injective. If v^O we still have/*t; 0 because g*w=O; consequently/(M) is

in an orthogonal trajectory of the parallel field dual to v on M'.

§2. Rigidity of Harmonie Maps

LEMMA 3. If two harmonie maps fuf2'.M-*T of M into a fiât torus are homo-

topic, then they differ by a translation.

Proof After translation, we may assume fi(Po)==zf2(Po)=:^T f°r some point
poeM. Since/i and/2 are homotopic, their induced maps on de Rham cohomology
coincide. Thus for any harmonie 1-form w on Tthe forms/*w and/2*w are cohomolo-

gous. But thèse are harmonie forms by Lemma 2. Hence f*w=f£w for ail harmonie
1-forms w on T. As a resuit, the maps/i and/2 coincide in a neighborhood onp0, and

by connectedness this extends to ail of M.

COROLLARY 3. If two holomorphic maps of a compact Kahler manifold M into

a complex torus are homotopic then they differ by a translation.

Proof Since the maps ft and f2 are holomorphic each pulls the holomorphic
1-forms on the torus back to holomorphic 1-forms on M. But the real and imaginary
parts of a holomorphic 1-form on a Kahler manifold are harmonie. Such maps are
harmonie by Corollary 1, and applying Lemma 3 the resuit follows.

The next resuit follows from the work of Eells and Sampson [3], but we give an

elementary proof.

COROLLARY 4. Given a smooth map ffrom a compact Riemannian manifold M
into aflat torus T there is a unique (to within translation) harmonie map homotopic tof

Proof The map

is a homomorphism and so coïncides with the codifferential of some homomorphism

g:A->T.

Therefore F=f—g°a induces the trivial map on first cohomology. Then if (y'9..., ym)

are cartesian coordinates on the universal cover Rm of T the forms dyl on T are pulled
back to exact forms on M. Thus F*dyi~dhi for each /, where ht is some smooth real

function on M. Then the map /r (/zl5..., hm) of M when projected into Tmust differ
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from F by at most a translation. Since Rm is contractible the map h is null-homotopic
and the same will be true ofF=f—goa; in other words/is homotopic to the harmonie

map go a. The uniqueness follows from Lemma 3.

PROPOSITION 2. A harmonie map f:M->T induces a homomorphism

F:Io (M) -» T with the equivariance property

where a is any élément of the identity component Io (M of the isometry group of M
andLx customarily dénotes left translation by t. Moreover Fis harmonie with respect to
the bi-invariant metric on I0(M).

Proof. Supposef(po)= lT for some/?0eM. If aeI0(M) then/and/o<x are homotopic

harmonie maps and so, by Lemma 3, differ by a translation LF((r). Clearly Fis a

Lie group homomorphism with the above equivariance property. While we can show

F is harmonie by the theory of Lie groups, we prefer a more direct argument. Let q
dénote the map of I0(M) onto the orbit of p0. Let w be any harmonie 1-form on T
and set v=f*w. By equivariance the form v is invariant by I0(M), i.e. x*v v for ail

te/0(M).Thus

(Lt)* q*v =(^°LT)* v (t°q)* v q*t*v q*v
(Rx)* q*v (qoRx)* i? (Togoad(T))* y ad(t)* q*t*v,

ad (t)* Q*f*w, by the above,

(/o0oad(t))* w=(/oq)* w q*v,

from equivariance and the fact that T is abelian. Since q*v (/oq)* w is a
bi-invariant 1-form on /0(M) it is a harmonie 1-form in the bi-invariant metric. However

F—fo q since f(p0) 1 r. By Corollary 1, F is harmonie with respect to the bi-invariant
metric.

Remark. We hâve noted a further property of such a harmonie map which, while

it is of no use to us hère is curious enough to be remarked upon. It is that the symmetric
2-form Q on M induced by/from the metric on T is invariant by Jo (M). Indeed, if a
is any isometry of M which is homotopic to the identity then, by Lemma 3,/o<x Z,5o/

for some se T. Hence

for smooth vector fields X and Y on M.

PROPOSITION 3. Iff:M-> T is a harmonie immersion, then

i) F is an immersion,

ii) each nontrivial isometry of M homotopic to the identity has no fixed points,
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iii) Io (M) is a torus actingfreely on M and is contained in the isometry group ofthe
Riemannian metric inducedby f on M,

iv) The Albanese map of M is an immersion.

Proof. i) If F is not an immersion, there is a nontrivial one-parameter subgroup
{<rt} of/0(M) such that F(at)= lT for ail t. By equivariance

for ail t. Thus for each/?eM, the curve <rt(p) is mapped to the point f(p). Since/is
an immersion, (Tt(p)=p for ail t. Hence each at is the identity, contradicting our
assumption. Therefore F is an immersion.

ii) Let a be an isometry of M homotopic to the identity and fixing a pointp0eM.
After applying a translation to/, if necessary, we may assume/(/?O)=1T. Then by
Lemma 3 the maps/and/oa differ by a translation. However, as they coincide at/?0
we must hâve foa=f. Taking differentials at p0, since /* is injective on TPo(M)
a simple argument with the exponential map at/?0 shows that g is the identity.

iii) Since F is an immersion, the induced map on Lie algebras is injective. Thus
the Lie algebra of Io (M) is abelian. So /0 (M) is a compact abelian Lie group, that is,

a torus. The remark preceeding Proposition 3 complètes the proof.
iv) This follows at once on applying the universal property to /.
While the next resuit is well known a new proof may be of interest.

COROLLARY 5. IfM is a homogeneous space of a compact semisimple Lie group
G, then thefirst Betti numher of M is zéro.

Proof Let a dénote the Albanese map of M into its Albanese torus A. As above,
we hâve a homomorphism

F:G-+A

and it is harmonie with respect to the bi-invariant metric on G, by Proposition 2.

Since G is semisimple and A is abelian, F is constant. By equivariance, a°o~a for
ail a g G. Since M is homogeneous this implies that a is constant. It is easily seen that
the Albanese map is constant only if the first Betti number of M vanishes.

§3. Minimal Submanifolds in a Torus

As mentioned in § 1, a minimal immersion/of M in another Riemannian manifold
is harmonie with respect to the metric induced on M by/. Our knowledge of minimal
submanifolds in a flat torus goes deeper than anything obtained above for harmonie

maps. But even the results of the previous section (Lemma 3) provide a very strong
rigidity theorem for submanifolds.
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THEOREM 2. (i) Iftwo minimal isometric immersions of a compact Riemannian

manifold into aflat torus are homotopic then they dijfer by a translation.

(ii) If a compact complex manifold admits a holomorphic immersion in a complex
torus then any holomorphic map homotopic to it dijfers from it by a translation.
The only other class of submanifolds enjoying a comparable degree of rigidity would
be nonsingular algebraic varieties in complex projective space [2].

Nor is there any want for examples ; the Albanese map of a compact Kâhler manifold

M is holomorphic, so if it is an immersion it is a minimal immersion in a flat
complex torus. The universal property makes this équivalent to M admitting a

holomorphic immersion in some complex torus. It is very easily seen that it is also équivalent

to the holomorphic cotangent bundle of M being ample [10]. Explicit examples
would be

i) any compact Riemann surface of positive genus,

ii) the Fano surface of Unes on a cubic in 4-dimensional complex projective space

[16],
iii) a generic hyperplane section of an abelian variety in complex projective space.
While there are real examples, we hâve currently no way of generating an abundant

supply. The simplest one is perhaps the following
iv) a surface constructed by H. A. Schwarz [15]. A regular tetrahedral frame with

two opposite edges removed is taken as boundary and the solution of the Plateau

problem for this boundary is reflected across each linear edge and the process repeated

indefinitely. This détermines an imbedded triply-periodic minimal surface in E3 with-
out singularities. The quotient by the period-lattice is a compact minimal surface in a

flat 3-torus.
It is of interest to note that a minimal immersion of a torus in a flat torus must be a

homomorphism with finite kernel. This can be readily seen from universality and the

fact that the Albanese map of a torus T is the identity map on T no matter what the

metric on T. In fact this proves that every harmonie map of a torus in a flat torus is a

homomorphism.
We now begin the proof of the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 3 in this

section. For obvious reasons we like to refer to it as the réduction theorem.

Let/be a minimal immersion of a compact orientable manifold Mn into a flat
torus Tn+r. Consider M with the induced metric. In §1 we defined the second funda-

mental form a of/and now for each peM, we set

np={XeTp(M)\a(X, F) 0 for ail YeTp(M)}9

calling it the relative nullity space at p.
For Ç normal toMat/?

(AçX, 7> <a(Z, Y),O
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defines a symmetric endomorphism of Tp{M). Because/is an immersion

(1)

where {Çu..., Çr} is an orthonormal frame for the normal spacetoMat/?andv4a ^a.
In addition we hâve TrA^ 0 for ail £, on account of/being minimal. We remark that
the Gauss équation (see [7]) yields

Aa-A2a)X9 Y}
a

where S is the Ricci tensor of M. This reduces to

S(X, ¥)=-<(£ Al) X,Y> (2)
a

since/is minimal.

LEMMA 4. For an immersion/

np= {XeTp (M) | .4^=0 /or ail Ç normal to M at p]
{XeTp(M)\S(X,Y) 0 for ail YeTp(M)}9

the latter holding because fis minimal.

Proof. The first identity follows from the fact that a only takes values normal to
M when/is an immersion. From (1 we infer that Xewp ifand only ifXe f]ra= t KerAa.
Since each Aa is symmetric, P)a=i Ker^4a Ker^=1 ^whichby (2) isjust the kernel

of the Ricci tensor. This complètes the proof.
Now assume m minpeMdimnp^l and dénote the open set {peM\ dimnp m}

by(7.

LEMMA 5. n is a totally géodésie foliation on G.

Proof. The équation of Codazzi is written

(3)

where

the superscript N being used hère to indicate normal components are taken [7]. If X
and Z are sections of the bundle n, and Fis any vector field on G, a simple computa-
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tion shows that (3) reduces to

a(r,VxZ) 0,

that is, WXZ is a section of n. Thus the leaves of n are totally géodésie in M.

LEMMA 6. With the metric inducedfrom M the leaves ofn are complète.
This lemma is due to P. Hartman and his proof applies Verbatim when the ambient

space is a flat torus [1, 5].
We now let Nm dénote the leaf of n passing throughpoeG. If X and Y are vector

fields along N then

which is tangent to f(N) since VXY is tangent to N on account of N being totally
géodésie. Thus/(iV) is a totally géodésie submanifold of Tn+P and is complète by
Lemma 6.

LEMMA 7. f(N) is a subtorus ofT.
Proof, Assume f(N) is not compact. From the above we know it is a complète

totally géodésie submanifold of T. Therefore its closure Tq in ris a subtorus of dimension

l>m. Since M is compact, /(M)=> Tq. Since/is locally an imbedding, it is per-
missible and convenient to think of M as sitting in T containing a totally géodésie

subspace N of T passing through poeM and the closure N' of N m T again lies in M.
For peN' there exists XenPo such that y(t) exptX cornes arbitrarily close to p.
Noting that the velocity vector y(/) is always in the distribution we hâve

for ail vector fields F tangent to M along y. Thus the tangent space to M is parallel in
T along the curve y(t); which by the above choice of y means that TP(M) is parallel
to TP0(M) in T. Consequently the normal space to M in T is constant along N'.
This means that we may choose locally an orthonormal frame field {ii9...9 Ç,} for
the normal bundle to M in T such that DxÇa 09 Ua<r, when X is tangent to N'.
Hence, for each X tangent to N' we hâve AaX=0, l^a^r. In particular npo must
hâve dimension ^/>m. This contradiction proves the lemma.

LEMMA 8. The spaces f*(np), for ail peG, are parallel to each other in T. In
particular n is a parallel foliation on G.

Proof The Lie algebra t of7is identified with the tangent space to Tat the identity.
By Lemma 7,/* (np) is parallel to an m-dimensional subalgebra Vp of the Lie algebra

t which détermines a compact subgroup of T. But the set of such subalgebras is
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countable so Vp is independent ofpeG, that is, the/* (np) are ail parallel to each other
in T. In particular the spaces np are ail parallel to each other in the metric of M.

LEMMA 9. G is an open dense subset of M.
Proof Let (jc1,..., xn) be normal coordinates in a neighborhood U of any point

p0 in M. The coordinate functions fl9...,fn+r are analytic functions of the variables

(x1,..., xn) on the région U (see [13] for example). In particular the same is true of
the second fundamental form and, by the équation (2) above, the Ricci tensor S of
M. If U is an open set in the complément of G, then the analytic operator f\n~mS
(denoting the (n — m) exterior power of S) vanishes on U and, by analyticity, on ail
of M. We hâve proved then that G is dense. Openness was clear from the outset.

LEMMA 10. For peG and uenp there is a parallel (and therefore Killing) vector

field X on M with Xp=u. In other words n extends from G to a parallel foliation on

allofM.
Proof Given uenp,peG, it détermines a parallel vector field X on T tangent to M

at each point of G. Since G is an open dense set, X is tangent to M everywhere and
since it is paiallel on T its restriction is a parallel vector field on M.

As we hâve constructed m linearly independent parallel fields, dim/0(M)^m.
On the other hand a classical resuit of Bochner on compact Riemannian manifolds
with négative semidefinite Ricci tensor tells us that dim/0(M)<m, seeing as the

maximal rank of the Ricci tensor is n — m. So I0{M) is an ra-dimensional torus acting
freely on M and its orbits are the leaves of n. We note at this point that we hâve a local

splitting for the Riemannian manifold M, that the leaves of the foliation orthogonal
to n are not necessarily compact and that G is an open dense subset of M.

Let us assume/(/?0) 1T for some p0 e M. With the notation of the previous section,

we hâve the diagram

'I
M -?-> T

nM\ \nT

Ti/f IT \. T* 17? T \

The tori IQ and F(I0) act freely on M and T respectively so that M//o and TjF{I0) are

compact manifolds of dimension n—m and n — m+ r, respectively, and the projections

nM and nT hâve maximal rank. Clearly there is a natural map

making the above diagram commute. Evidently the map/i is an immersion and it is
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equally clear that ît îs a minimal isometric immersion with respect to natural metnes
on Mx and Tx (that îs, the metnes which make nM and nT, restneted to the horizontal
spaces, mto îsometnes)

THEOREM 3 Let f be a minimal isometric immersion of a compact orientable
Riemannian manifold Mn in aflat torus Tn+r Then

1) The identity component Io (M) ofthe isometry group ofMisa torus actingfreely
on M and the orbits are parallel in M (infact correspond to the flat factor in the local
Riemannian décomposition)

n) This action makes M a principal torus bundle over a compact Riemannian manifold

M1 M/Io (M) Moreover f induces a minimal isometric immersion of Mx in the

torus T1 TIF(IQ), where F is the homomorphism from Io to T induced by f also with
codimenswn r

ni) The Ricci tensor of Mx is négative definite on an open dense set In particular
the isometry group of M1 isfinite

§4. Applications

The réduction theorem of the previous section gives information beanng directly
on minimal submanifolds in ton and supplies us with enough détail on a certain class

of minimal submanifolds to be helpful in questions of a purely Riemannian nature
First the direct applications

A compact complex manifold M admits a holomorphic immersion in a complex
torus if and only if M has ample holomorphic cotangent bundle and admits a Kahler
metnc, where by ample we mean that the holomorphic 1-forms on M détermine the

full cotangent space at each point of M This follows directly from the universality of
the Albanese map of M and is venfied in [10]

COROLLARY 6 Let M be a compact Kahler manifold with ample holomorphic

cotangent bundle Then the identity component Auto(M) ofthe Lie group of ail
holomorphic transformations of M is a complex torus acting freely on M The quotient

M1=M/Aut0(M) is a compact complex manifold with ample holomorphic cotangent
bundle and admits a Kahler metnc with négative Ricci curvature on an open dense set.

In particular AuîqÇM^ is trivial
Proof The Albanese map a of M into îts Albanese torus A (M) is a holomorphic

immersion because the holomorphic cotangent bundle is ample The metnc induced

on M by this map is of the form £« wawa, where w\ wq is a basis for the space of
ail holomorphic 1-forms on M Thus any holomorphic transformation of M will
leave this metnc invariant so that Auto(M) coïncides with the identity component of
the isometry group of M. Since a holomorphic immersion is minimal we may apply
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Theorem 3 to conclude that Aut0 (M) is a complex torus, of complex dimension s say,
acting freely on M. The quotient compact complex manifold Mx M/Aut0 (M) admits

a holomorphic immersion/i in a complex torus Tx by the argument of Theorem 3.

In particular the holomorphic cotangent bundle of Mx is ample. Since/i is minimal
we can see from Eq. 2 in §3 that the Ricci curvature of the metric it induces on Mx is

nonpositive. Supposing that the Ricci curvature is not négative on an open dense set

we deduce from Theorem 3 that Aut0 (Mx) is nontrivial. But if we follow the commu-
tative diagram at the end of the preceding section - with a and A (M) replacing/and
T- we find that a (M) is invariant by a complex subtorus of A (M) of dimension larger
than s. This implies dimAuto(M)>s, which is a contradiction.

COROLLARY 7. Let M be a compact orientable manifold minimally immersed

in a flat torus, The following are équivalent for the induced metric

i) I(M) isfinite,
ii) S<0 on an open dense set in M.

Moreover thèse hold if the Euler number #(M)=£0.
Proof This is contained in Theorem 3.

COROLLARY 8. Let Mn be a complex hypersurface in a flat complex torus. The

following are équivalent

i) *(M)#0,
ii) Auto(M) is the identity,
iii) S<0 on an open dense set,

iv) the Gauss map F:Mn -+Pn(C)is nonsingular on an open dense set and surjective.
Remark. This resuit was obtained by a very différent approach by Matsushima [10].
Proof By Corollary 5, or rather its complex counterpart, we hâve i)=>ii)=>iii).

The Euler number is, to within a nonzero multiple, the intégral of the Jacobian of f,
which is really the déterminant of the second fundamental form [12]. The integrand
therefore never changes sign and both iii) and iv) imply it is nonzero somewhere, that
is, iii) or iv)=>i). Now i)=>iii) and it follows from iii) and équation (2) in the previous
section that F is an immersion on an open dense set. It suffices to add that the Gauss

map is onto; for if we are given a parallel vector holomorphic plane field {v, Jv} (hère

/ is the complex structure on T) which does not lie in F (M), then the vector field v

is never normal to M. Thus v détermines a nonvanishing vector field on M, which is

impossible by i). In other words F is onto, so i)=>iv).
Our investigation has led us to a rich source of examples in Riemannian geometry.

Beginning with an abelian variety Tn+l9 that is, a complex torus holomorphically
imbedded in complex projective space we let Vn dénote any nonsingular hyperplane
section. By Lefschetz' theorem on hyperplane sections,
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is a bijection for /<«, where nx dénotes the /th homotopy group In particular for
n>l,n1 (V)= @2n+2 z If the Euler number x(V) were zéro, Corollary 4 would say
that V admits a parallel vector field Since our hyperplane section is genenc, we can
certamly assume x(F)#0 from the outset As a matter of fact ît turns out to be no
assumption Matsushima [10] shows /(F^O If 7iI(F) 0 for ail i>\ then V is

homotopically équivalent to a real (2« + 2)-torus smee they hâve the same homotopy
groups, for reasons of dimension alone this is not possible Hence nl (V)^0 for some
i > 1 By Theorem 3 the Ricci tensor S is négative definite on an open dense subset of V
As remarked earher, the Gauss map (see §5)

r vn-*pn{c)

is an immersion precisely on the subset of V where S is négative definite This subset

cannot be V îtself for then F would be a covenng map, i e V would be simply con-
nected, which is obviously absurd

To summanze, we hâve constructed for each n > 1

A Hodge manifold Vn with négative Ricci curvature on an open dense set # V
satisfying

(0 x(v)*o,
(nWF)=©2"+2Z,
(m) 7iI(F)#0, for some integer i>\

To this we may add that this Kahler metnc on V can be deformed into a Riemannian
metnc having stnctly négative Ricci curvature everywhere, for P Ehrhch has shown

in his thesis [4] that such a déformation is always possible starting from a compact
Riemannian manifold with non-positive Ricci curvature provided the Ricci tensor is

négative definite at some point
Thèse examples show that very basic results on the topology of Riemannian mani-

folds of nonpositive sectional curvature vanish once the curvature condition is

replaced by the correspondmg condition on the Ricci curvature For example

(a) The universal cover of a compact Riemannian manifold of nonpositive
curvature is a cell by the theorem of Hadamard and Cartan The universal cover of V
is not a cell

(b) If a compact Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature has abelian
fundamental group, then ît is flat [8] The fundamental group of V is abelian and V

is far from flat
(c) The fundamental group of a compact Riemannian manifold of négative

curvature has exponential growth This was first proved by Milnor [11] and he raised

the question of whether ît might still hold for manifolds with stnctly négative Ricci

curvature. But V carnes a Riemannian metnc of négative Ricci curvature whiie îts

fundamental group is free abelian This answers Milnor's question in the négative
This indicates that the topological implications of the existence of metnes of
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négative Ricci curvature may be remote, except ofcourse in dimension g 3. A decidedly
more difficult question than Milnor's is whether sphères can carry Riemannian metrics
of négative Ricci curvature.

§5. The Density of the Gauss Map

As there is an absolute parallelism in a flat torus we can define a Gauss mapping
from a submanifold Mn in Tn+r into the Grassmann manifold of unoriented «-planes
at the point lTeT. This map will be denoted F. The work of Ruh and Vilms [14]
applies, telling us that F is harmonie when M is minimal. In the spécial case that Mn
is a complex manifold holomorphically immersed in a complex torus Tn+r9 the map F
sends a point of M to the complex «-dimensional plane tangent to M at that point.
Thus the natural range for F is the Grassmann manifold of ail complex «-planes.
The Gauss map is then holomorphic.

THEOREM 4. Let Mn be a compact complex manifold holomorphically immersed

in a flat complex torus Tn+r. If x(M)^0, every parallel field of holomorphic planes
on Tn+r is normal to M somewhere. Moreover, when r=\, the Gauss map is onto ifand

only if the Euler number of M is nonzero.

Proof If a constant vector field a is nowhere normal to M, then its component
tangential to M is a nonvanishing vector field on M. This is not possible when

%(M)t£0. Now whenever a is normal to M, so also is Ja where / stands for the complex

structure of T. Hère we hâve used the fact that M is a complex submanifold. The

holomorphic plane field {a, Ja} is therefore normal to M at some point. When r= 1,

this is but another way of saying that F:Mn-*Pn(C) is onto; the converse is already
contained in Corollary 8.

Of course for compact real hypersurfaces Mn of a torus Tn+1, whether minimal
or not, the Gauss map F:Mn-+Sn is onto if %(M)^0. However, as of writing, we
do not hâve a complète description of F (M) for gênerai real minimal hypersurfaces.
By virtue of the réduction theorem (Theorem 3) we need only concern ourselves with
those submanifolds whose Ricci tensor is négative definite on an open dense set. In
this respect we add

PROPOSITION 4. Let Mn be a compact minimal hypersurface in a flat torus

Tn+1.Ifthe isometry group of M is finite, then the image of the Gauss map

F:Mn->Sn

lies in no closed hémisphère of Sn.

Proof We may suppose M is orientable and dénote by Ç a unit normal vector
field along M. Assume F (M) lies in a closed hémisphère of Sn9 that is to say, there
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is a constant unit vector field a onTn+1 such that <£, ûr>>0 on M A routine compu-
tation for the Laplacian of <£, a} gives

where A is the second fundamental form In the previous notation (AX, Y}
<a(Z, Y), Çy By Green's theorem, TrA2(Ç, a> 0 However if the isometry group

of M is finite, then TrA2 is négative on an open dense set This is by Theorem 3

Thus <£, a> =0 However this means that a is everywhere tangent to M, that is, M has

a parallel vector field This again is impossible since the isometry group of M is finite
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